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Abstract 
The asymptotic normality of sample autocovariances is proved for time series with mixed- 
spectra, which extends the classical results of Bartlett for linear processes. It is also shown that 
the asymptotic normality remains valid after linear filtering, if the filter is strictly stable so that 
the end-point effect of finite sample can be ignored. The developed theory is then employed to 
establish the asymptotic normality of a recently proposed fast frequency estimation procedure. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the time series (yl, . . . , yn} observed from a mixed-spectrum process 
y, := x, + e, and xt:= f: Pkcos(wkt + &J (t = 0, fl, *2,...). (1.1) 
k=l 
Here Pk and wk are constants with /$ > 0 and 0 < w1 < ..’ < w, < x; & are i.i.d. 
random variables with uniform distribution on [0,2x); and {Ed} is a zero-mean 
stationary process with a continuous spectrum. Assume that {Ed} is independent of 
{&} and hence of {xt}. In this paper, we are concerned with the asymptotic normality 
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of the sample autocovariance function (SACF) 
n-j 
pj := n-1 1 Yt+jYt (j = O,l, . . ..P). (1.2) 
t=1 
where p is a fixed integer with 0 5 p I n - 1. This problem arises in many 
frequency estimation procedures (e.g. Kay and Marple, 1981) which estimate 
the unknown frequencies wk based on pj from the noisy data record (yl, . . . , y,}. 
The asymptotic normality of ~j is often employed in the analysis of these procedures 
without rigorous proof (e.g. Stoica et al. 1989b), especially when {E,} is colored 
noise. Besides, the classical results of Bartlett (e.g. Brockwell and Davis, 1987, 
Proposition 7.3.1) do not apply in the case of mixed-spectrum time series 
as (1.1). 
In this paper, we provide a rigorous proof of the asymptotic normality of ~j under 
the assumption that {E,} is a linear process of the form 
(1.3) 
where {t,} is an i.i.d. zero-mean random sequence with variance 0: and {$ji> is an 
absolutely summable deterministic sequence with C [ ~j 1 < co. This result generalizes 
that of Mackisack and Poskitt (1990) as well as that of Stoica et al. (1989b) to the case 
of colored noise and therefore fully extends the classical results of Bartlett to the 
general mixed-spectrum time series (1.1). In addition, we consider the effect of linear 
filtering on the sample autocovariances when only a finite data record is available. 
This problem is often encountered in practice since the ideal (theoretical) filter- 
ing - which requires an injinite time series in general - has to be approximated by 
assuming that the time series equals zero outside the observation interval. In this case, 
the asymptotic normality is shown to be still valid for the sample autocovariances of 
the filtered time series as long as the filter is strictly stable. Finally, as an application of 
the developed theory, we establish the asymptotic normality of a recently-proposed 
fast frequency estimator which estimates the frequency of a single sinusoid by 
a parametric filtering approach (He and Kedem, 1989; Yakowitz, 1991; Kedem, 1992; 
Li and Kedem, 1993). An explicit formula is obtained for the asymptotic variance 
of the estimator and is compared with some simulation results to confirm its 
validity. 
We end this section by noting that with the random phases & the process 
{yt} in (1.1) 1s s a lonary with autocovariance function r: := E(y,+,y,) = r: + r:, t t’ 
where 
(1.4) 
are the autocovariance functions of (xt} and (E*}, respectively. 
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2. Asymptotic normality of SACF 
In this section, we prove the asymptotic normality of the sample autocovariances 
~j. For simplicity, we first establish the asymptotic normality for the similar 
quantities 
jfj := n-1 jJ Yt+jYt (j=O,l,...,p) (2.1) 
t=1 
and then prove the asymptotic negligibility of the difference ~j - 5. 
To this end, let us investigate the limiting behavior of the covariance of 6 and 3. For 
the sake of generality, we consider both conditional and unconditional covariance 
of e and Fj. The conditional covariance given 4 := {4k} is of interest because 
it corresponds to the constant phase modeling in (1.1) which frequently arises in 
applications. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that E(r:) = KC: -C co where (5,) is the i.i.d. sequence in (1.3). 
Then, for any fixed I$ = (&}, it follows that 
lim ncov(<, 514) = lim nE{(e - rr)(< - r;)jq5) 
n+m n-m 
= lim ncov(6, Tj) = lim nE((< - r;)(G - r;)} = gij, 
n+m n-r, 
where cii isJinite and can be written as 
bij := i 2Bfcos(oki)cos(okj) f r$cos(o,z) 
k=l z=-c4 
+ (K - Wrf + f (r:rz+i_j + r:+ir:_j). 
7= pm 
(2.2) 
The term (K - 3)rfrj vanishes if the 5, are normally distributed. 
Proof. Let us first prove the lemma for the conditional covariance. To this end, we 
note that using (l.l), (1.4), and the trigonometric identity 
cos w cos A = +{cos(o - 2) + cos(w + A)>, (2.3) 
it is not difficult to verify that 3 in (2.1) can be written as 
G=rJ+n-l ,jYl [jr + e”(4), (2.4) 
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where 
ijt := X,E,+j + Xt+jEt + &,+j&* - Y; (2.5) 
e,(b) := (2n)-1 i fl,’ i cos(cir,(2t + j) + 2&J 
k=l t=1 
Using the complex exponential representation of cosine functions, it can be shown 
that 
i cos(ok(2t +j) + 2$k) 5 & 
t=1 k 
and 
’ tsin((ok + mk’)/2)( + isin((ak - wk’)/2)i 
for any &, &‘, j, and k # k’. Since ok ~(0, 71:) for all k and wk # wk’ for all k # k’, both 
l/Jsinw,l and l/\sin((w, f ak’)/2)1 can be bounded above by a constant for all 
k # k’. 
Therefore, 
e,(4) = O(n-‘). (2.6) 
Moreover, since E(cjtI~) = 0, we obtain E(FjI 4) = r: + e,(4). Combining these results 
yields 
lim ncov(c, FjI+) = lim nE{(c - ry)(fj - ry)l+} 
n-m “+UZ 
To proceed with the proof, we note from (2.5) that 
(2.7) 
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where 
I, := n-l f gl (XtXsrF-s+i-j + XtX,+jrf-,+i + X,+iX,rf-,-j + X,+iX,+jY:_,) 
:= Tl + T, + T, + T,, 
n 
12 := n-l C {X,C(t - S + i,j) + X(+iC(t - S,j) + x.yc(s - t +j, j) 
i,s=l 
+ Xs+jC(s - t, i)}> 
I,:= n-l COV C &,+i&,, C &,+j&, L 1=1 1=1 
and c(u, v) := E(E~+,,E,+, tE ) is the third-order cumulant function of {a,>. Using the 
substitution r := t - s and the trigonometric identity (2.3), we can write Tl as 
Tl = i &!?~ 1 r:+i-j (1 - I~l/n)cos(w~~) + n-l cos(w,W -T) + 24k) 
k=l lM<n n 
+ k k$zl PkBk, C rf+i-j {n-l t,C, COS(Wkt + @k)COS(~k*(t - T)+ $k') 1 
iik' lrl<n 
n 1 
where D, := {t: max(1, r + 1) I t I min(n, r + n)). Clearly, for any z and k # k’, the 
two sums over t E D, are bounded in absolute value by n. Further, it can be shown that 
lim n-l ,z cos(w,t + &.)cos(mk’(t - r) + &‘) 
“-a ” 
= lim n- ’ c cos(wk(2t - 7) + 2&) = 0 
n+cc tsll, 
for any r and k # k’. Coupling these results with the fact that C Ir:l < co, we obtain, by 
bounded convergence theorem, that 
T,-,tl ;P: i: r: cos(mk(t - i + j)) 
T=--CO k=l *=-cc 
as n -+ co. Similarly, we can show that 
Ti-,tl +B; f r:cos(ok(r - i -j)), 
7=-m 
T,+k$lt/l: f r:cos(mk(T + i -j)). 
r=--m 
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Since the symmetry of r: implies that C,‘?: _ o. r: sin(wkT) = 0, adding up these expres- 
sions, followed by an application of (2.3) yields 
II + k$I 2~,‘cos(w~i)cos(o,j) f r:cos(o,z). 
z=-m 
Furthermore, to find the limit of I,, we note from (1.3) that 
CtT + 4 u) = E(E~+u~~~O) = Et{:) f $j+r+u$j+v$j 
j=--3(1 
and hence C Ic(r + u, u)\ < co for any fixed u and u. By an argument similar to what is 
applied to T,, we can show that I, + 0. Finally, according to the classical results of 
Bartlett (Brockwell and Davis, 1987, Proposition 7.3.1), we obtain 
Z3-+(iC - 3)r;r; + T (r:r:+i-j + r:+ir:_j). 
7=-m 
Combining the limits of II, I,, and Z3 leads to the expression for the conditional 
covariance. 
To prove the lemma for the unconditional covariance, we first note that E(Fj) = rf 
and hence cov(<, 5) = E{(e - rf)(?j - rr)). Furthermore, since E([jt(d) = 0, it 
follows that 
E(ijren(4)) = E{E(ijten(&)ld)} = E{E(ijtl4)en(4)} = 0. 
Therefore, using (2.4), (2.6), and bounded convergence theorem, we obtain 
n 
lim nE{(e - rr)(Q - rr)I = lim n-l 
n-cc n+m 
Since E(Z,) = 0, it follows from (2.7) that 
n-’ f gl E(LYicijs) = Et111 + 1,. 
To find E(Z,) = E(T,) + E(T,) + E(T,) + E(T,), we note that 
r:cos(w,(z - i + j)), 
i.e., the limit of E(T,) coincides with that of TI (for fixed 4). Similarly, it can be shown 
that E(T,), E(T,), and E(T,) have the same limit as T2, T3, and T4, respectively. This 
in turn proves that E(Z,) and II have the same limit, and the proof of the lemma is thus 
complete. 0 
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Remark 1. As can be seen from (2.2), the asymptotic covariance aij consists of two 
parts: The first part -namely, the first term in (2.2)-corresponds to the discrete 
spectrum (due to the sinusoids) in {y,}, while the second part, i.e., the remaining two 
terms in (2.2), comes from the classical results of Bartlett for continuous-spectrum time 
series (Brockwell and Davis, 1987, Proposition 7.3.1). 
Keeping Lemma 1 in mind, we now present the central limit theorem (CLT) for 3 
in (2.1). 
Theorem 1. Assume that E(r:) = tco$ < cc. Then, nl’*(Q - ry), (j = 0, 1, . . . ,p), are 
asymptotically jointly normal with mean zero and covariance matrix [aij], (i, j = 
0, 1, . . . ,p), where ~ij is dehned by (2.2). 
We break up the proof of Theorem 1 into a series of lemmas. With the 
Cramer-Wold device (Brockwell and Davis, 1987, Proposition 6.3.1) the ultimate 
objective is to show that n”‘C ij(Fj - rr)LN(O, a’) for any constants 
A,( j = 0, 1, . . . ,p) not all equal to zero, where 
~* := ~ /li~jdij > 0. 
i,j=O 
This, according to (2.4) and (2.6) can be accomplished by proving that 




where ijt is defined by (2.5). 
For simplicity, we assume in Lemmas 2-4 and in the proof of Theorem 1 that the 
phases $k in (1.1) are constants. In other words, we consider implicitly the conditional 
distribution given 4 = {&}. Since the resulting distribution of 5 is independent of the 
4 values, it is also the unconditional distribution that we would like to obtain. 
Let us first consider the case where only finitely many $j in (1.3) are non-zero (i.e., 
{$j} has a finite length). The following lemma claims that in this case the sum of <, in 
(2.9) (with fixed &) is asymptotically equivalent to a martingale, i.e. a sum of 
martingale differences. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that E(r:) = ~0: < cc and tij = Ofor all 1 jl > m and some m > 0. 
Then, C:= 1 (, = I:= 1 M, + O,(l), where {Mtl\ is a martingale difference sequence with 
respect to the filtration Pt generated by {ts, s i t} for t > 0. 
Proof. From (2.5) we can write 
(2.10) 
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where 
J1:= i Xr&t+j, 52 := i X,+jEc, and 53 := i (E,+jE, - rf). 
1=1 t=1 t=t 
By definition, E, = 1 I,!J,,&- “. Therefore, we obtain 
JS = 5 tiu$c i (51+j-u51-~-0:6u-v-j) 
u.v= -m r=1 
= f $u*o “-f+” (t*tt+u-c-j - ag6u-v-j), 
!A,“= -m f=j--u+l 
where 6, is Kronecker’s delta, i.e. 6, = 0 for u # 0 and a0 = 1, and the second equality 
is obtained by replacing t + j - u with t in the first expression. Given u and u, the 
varianceof 5141+u_"-j - CT g 6, _ v _ j is finite and independent of t, so that any weighted 
sum of these quantities for (t, u, u) over a jinite region (i.e. the size of the region is finite 
and independent of n) can be written as O,(l). Armed with this fact, we add and 
subtract a finite number of &ct+U_v_j - CS: 6, _ V _j in the second expression of J3 and 
obtain 
J, = i $u$u f: (5t<t+u-v-j - gidu-u-j) + O,(l). 
u,v= -m i=l 
Furthermore, by the substitution T = -(u - v - j) and the fact (see (1.4)) that 
VT-j = ~7~C*~-~+j$~, we can write 
2m+j 
J3=ar2 2 rT-j i (<ttr-7 - @,) + O,(l) 
I=-2m+j f=l 
(2.11) 
Replacing r with -z and then substituting f + z by t, the first term in (2.11) becomes 
By adding and subtracting a finite number of {,<,_, in the last expression, we further 
obtain 
-2 -..- a 
CY 1 C+j 
r=l 
*sl tit,-, + O,(l). (2.12) 
Note that rtpj z 0 for z > 2m + j and rt+j E 0 for r > 2m - j. As a consequence, we 
can extend the sums in (2.11) and (2.12) to 0 5 r < 03 and write 
53 = fj f Bjr(tc<t-r - agdr) + Op(l), (2.13) 
t=1 r=o 
where 
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B,, := r;/o; and Bj, := (r:+j + r:~j)/~: for r > 0. (2.14) 
Note that Bj, 3 0 for r > 2m + p so that (2.14) is a finite sum. Similarly, J1 can be 
written as 
JI = f $u f: Sr+j-uxt = f $u ‘-r” 5zxt+u-j$ 
u= -m t=1 II= -m r=j-ufl 
where the second equality is obtained by substituting t + j - u with t. Since the 
variance of rtxt+u_j can be bounded by a constant, an argument analogous to one 
that we employed earlier leads to the expression 
JI = 5 It/u i 4txt+u-j + OFJ(~, 
u= -m r=1 
In a similar way, we can write J2 as 
J2 = i 5, f tiuxt+u+j + OP(~ 
t=1 u=-“l 
I= ,i 5, f I(Iuxt+u-j + OP(l). 
u= -m 
(2.15) 
This, in connection with (2.13) (2.15), and (2.10), yields 
i ijf = i kj,i, + f Bj,(5,5t-7 - gi6.)} + O,(l), 
I=1 r=1 r=O 
where 




Now let us define the random variable 
M, := At, + f N&5,-, - +4), (2.18) 
r=O 
with A, := x ~“jAj* and B, := c Aj Bj,. Then, from (2.9) and (2.16), we obtain 
i CZ = f Aj *il ijt = ,il Mt + OP(~). 
r=1 j=O 
Since the A’s and B’s are constants (for fixed &), it is easy to show that {M,} is 
a martingale difference sequence with respect to the filtration Fr generated by 
{<,, s I t). Indeed, th e measurability of M, with respect to Ft is obvious from (2.18) 
and further, we have 
The lemma is thus proved. 0 
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According to Lemma 2, it suffices to establish the central limit theorem (2.9) for the 
martingale difference sequence {M,). To this end, we first consider 
I’,‘:= i E(M:(S+_,) and s,” := E(V,2). 
i=l 
(2.19) 
The next lemma claims that both V,’ and s,’ converge to the same limit a2 at the rate 
of n. 
Lemma 3. Assume that the conditions in Lemma 2 are satisjed, and let V,f and s,’ be 
dejined by(2.19). Then,as n-t 00, n-‘V,2La2, n-‘s,2--r a’, and hence V~/s~-f-+l, 
where a2 is given by (2.8). 
Proof. By straightforward calculation, it is easy to show from (2.18) that 
E(M:(P*_,) = a:A: + 2B0E(5:)A, + 2ag f &A,&, + BgE(Sf - a:)” 
r=l 
+2&U<:) f &Z-, + a: f &B&,S1-~. 
T=l s,r=l 
To verify that n-l Vi converges to a’, we first note that 
(2.20) 
n-l i Xr+,Xt+s + 
1=1 
,tl 3P,2 cos(wk(~ - 4) = 6, 
as n + cc for any fixed r and s. Combining this with (2.17) yields 
n-’ i A,2 = 1 liAj C Il/d,n-’ ,cl txt+u+i + Xt+u-i)(Xt+u+j + X*+,-j) 
1=1 i,j u,v 
+ C liAj 1 $“Icl,(rt-0+i-j + rZ-,+i+j + rz-u-i-j 
i,j u,v 
+ r:-,-i+j). 
Furthermore, since CC $,,I,+, sin(w(u - v)) = Im{ IC $,eiouJ2 1 = 0 and 
(2.21) 
C rc/U$,cos(w(~ - u)) = ai 2 r:cos(ox), 
Il.0 T=mCX 
we obtain, for any fixed s, that 
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Applying this identity to (2.21) yields 
n-l ,il A: + fJc2C Ail-j {kc1 2/?jfc0s(oki)cos(okj) f 
i,j r=-x 
Similarly, since n r C:= 1 x,+, + 0 for any s, it follows from (2.17) that 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
In addition, it can be shown (e.g. An et al., 1983) that 
n-l ,cl COS(Wk(t + s) + q&,j = O,(J~)~O 
for any fixed ok, q&, s, and r. This implies that for any s and z, 
n-l f: x ,+,tt-Z-Q 
I=1 
as n --) co. Therefore, for any r, we obtain 
n-1~~lA,5,-,=Cl.jZ~~n-1 f+utj + Xt+u-j)St-rP*O. (2.24) 
j u 
Finally, by the law of large numbers, we have 
for any s and r. This, together with (2.22)-(2.24) and (2.20) implies that 
n -1 i 2flfcOs(wki)cOs(ukj) f r; cOs(wkz) 
k=t T=-oO I 
+ B;E(<; - CT;)’ + r$ f B,Z. 
r=1 
This limit coincides with CT’ since it can easily be verified using (2.14) that 
B$E(<;-~T:)~ +I$ f B,Z 
r=l 
= f AiItj (K- 3) r;rf + f (r:r:+i-j + rf+ir:_j) 
i,j=O r= -a 
(2.25) 
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To show that n -‘si goes to the same limit, it suffices to note that from (2.20) we can 
write 
n -ls2 _ n-1 n- ,$l EbWf,2W-d) 
= gin-l i A: + 2B0E(i’G)n-’ f: A, + BgE(ti - cf)” + 
i=l t=1 
The assertion follows immediately from (2.22) (2.23) and (2.25). Cl 
Equipped with these lemmas, we claim in the following lemma that (2.9) holds when 
{$j} has a finite length. 
Lemma 4. Suppose that the conditions in Lemma 2 are satisjied. Then the central limit 
theorem (2.9) holds as n + co. 
Proof. According to Lemma 2, it suffices to show that 
n-1/2 iA & N(0,02). (2.26) 
1=1 
Given Lemma 3, all we need, by the central limit theorem for martingales (Brown, 
1971) is to verify the Lindeberg condition (Brown, 1971, Eq. (2)) 
s,’ i E{M:I((M,( 2 E&)) + 0 
i=l 
as n + co, where I( .) is the indicator. 
Lindeberg condition is equivalent to 
” 
Since n-Is,2 + 02, as shown in Lemma 3, the 
n-l 1 E{M:I(JM,( 2 es,)} -+ 0. 
t=1 
Therefore, it suffices to verify that E (Mf I() M,] 2 ES!)} --t 0 as t --* cc for any E > 0. To 
this end, we note that ]A,1 I A for some constant A > 0 and all t, so that ]1M,j I U,, 
where 
Moreover, the convergence of t -‘sf to o2 > 0 as t + ac, implies that s, 2 at112 for 
small E > 0 and large t. Combining these results, we obtain 
E{M;I(IM,J 2 ES,)} I E{U:I(U, 2 c2t”‘)} 
= E{U?jI(U, 2 E2tli2)} -+ 0 
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as t + co, where the equality is due to the stationarity of { Ut> and the limit due to the 
finiteness of E( U i). Applying Theorem 2 of Brown (1971) proves (2.26) and hence the 
lemma. 0 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 1 by showing that (2.9) remains valid if {tij} 
has an injnite length. 
Proof of Theorem 1. When {tij} has an infinite length, the central limit theorem (2.9) 
can be obtained by following the proof of Proposition 7.3.3 in Brockwell and Davis 
(1987). In fact, for any m > 0, let us defines 
Lemma 4 guarantees that n- ‘I2 I:= I ir& S, - N(0, 0:) as II + co for any fixed m, 
where ai := 11 ;li/ZjaG with a; given by (2.2) except that the autocovariance function 
r: replaced by ry. It is not difficult to verify that ai+ a2 as PI-+ m, so that 




Therefore, using Chebychev’s inequality, we obtain 
for any 8 > 0. The proof is completed by Proposition 6.3.9 in Brockwell and Davis 
(1987). 0 
Remark 2. As we remarked earlier, the proof of Theorem 1 is provided under the 
assumption of constant phases in (1.1). The same conclusion holds for random phases 
as well, because the asymptotic distribution of 5 does not depend on the value of 4k. 
With the help of Theorem 1, we now state the main result of this section, namely the 
asymptotic normality of the sample autocovariances ~j in (1.2). 
Theorem 2. Asswne that E(<:) = Ka; < co. Then, n”‘(?j - rr), (j = 0, 1, . . . ,p), are 
asymptotically jointly normal with mean zero and covariance matrix [aij], (i,j = 
O,l, . . . ,p), where aij is defined by (2.2). 
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Proof. Since the asymptotic normality holds for 3 by Theorem 1, it suffices to show 
that nl”(~j - ?j) = op( 1) for j = 1, . . . , p. TO this end, we note that 
@(Fj - tj) = n- 112 
*-.i, 1 (xr+jxt + x t+jG + Xt&t+j + Et+j&t). (2.27) 
Since lxtl I fl := CC& f or all t, the first term in (2.27) is o(1). For the same reason, 
E i X,+jE, I P f El&r1 I pflEI&O < E. 
f=n-j+l t=n-j+l 
By Markov’s inequality, this implies that the second term in (2.27) is o,,(l). The same 
conclusion holds for the third term in (2.27). Finally, since 
E i E,+jE, I jEl&jeoJ I pr”, < CO, 
t=n-j+l 
the last term in (2.27) is also op(l). The theorem is thus proved. Cl 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2, the asymptotic normality of the 
sample autocorrelation bj := ?j/po can be established as well. 
Corollary 1. Suppose that the conditions in Theorem 2 are satisfied. Then, for anyjxed 
j 2 1, n1’2(fij - pj) is asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance vj, where 
pj := rr/r’ 07 
Vj := (pj2000 - 2pjOOj + 0jj)/(ryO)2, (2.28) 
and ~ij is given by (2.2). 
Proof. The assertion follows directly from Theorem 1 and the delta method (e.g. 
Brockwell and Davis, 1987, Proposition 6.4.3). III 
3. CLT for SACF from filtered time series 
In this section, we consider the sample autocovariance function after linear filtering. 
For this purpose, let {hj, j = 0, 1, . . .} be a linear causal filter such that 1 j ) hjl < CO, and 
let H(w) := C hje-‘j” be the transfer function of the filter; then the filtered process 
{y,(h)) is defined by 
Y,(h):= f hjy,_j. 
j=O 
(3.1) 
Since {y,(h)} is still a sum of q sinusoids and a linear noise process E,(h) := 1 hj8t-j = 
C Pj5t-j, where pj := C tiuhj-u> Theorem 2 can readily be applied to the sample 
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autocovariances of {y,(h)) with r!: and rz replaced by the autocovariance functions of 
{Y,(N) and (@)I, and Pk by /&(A) := BkJH(~JJ. Let aij(h) denote the resulting 
asymptotic covariances. 
It is important to observe, however, that y,(ir) in (3.1) generally requires the entire 
history of the process (1.1). Therefore, in practice, where only a Jinite time series 
{yI, . . . , yn) is available, y,(h) has to be approximated by 
1-l 
$,(A):= 1 hjyl-j (t = l,...,n), (3.2) 
j=O 
which depends solely on the observed data. This is equivalent to assuming that y, = 0 
for all t < 0 in (3.1). With this approximation, however, the filtered time series (jl(h)j 
is no longer stationary, so that Theorem 2 is no longer directly applicable to the 
sample autocovariances of {$1(1~)} as defined by 
(3.3) 
The objective of this section is to fill up the gap by providing a sufficient condition on 
the filter so that a central limit theorem still holds for Pj(h). 
The following theorem shows that the asymptotic normality remains valid for ~j(h) 
as long as the effect of approximation (or the end-point effect) in the filtering 
diminishes at a sufficient rate. The strict stability of the filter (Ljung, 1987), i.e. the 
condition C j/hjl < cc (which is stronger than 1 lhjl -C co), serves the purpose. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that E([:) = ICC: < co and C jj kj/ < CO. Then, n1’2(fj(k) - r;(k)), 
(j = o,i, . . . , p), are asymptotically jointly normal with mean zero and covariance matrix 
[aij(k)], (i,j = 0, 1, . . . , p), where r:(k) is the autocovariancejunction of {y,(k)}. 
Proof. Since the normality holds for the sample autocovariances of {yt(k)}, denoted 
by Fj(k), it suffices to show that n “2(Fj(k) - Pj(k)) = or(l). To this end, let us define 
k(h):= F h,y,-,. 
U=l 
Then, we have y,(k) = j+(k) + j,(k) and hence 
n-j 
n’/‘(Fj(k) - fj(k)) = n- I” ,;l (.P,+j(k)jt(k) + j,+j(k)_Q,(k) + j,+i(k)P*(k)} 
:= n - “‘(Kl + Kz + K3). 
Since y,(h) = x,(k) + I, with x,(h) := 1 kjx,_j, we can rewrite K1 as 
n-j 
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where &, &, ii-,, and 8, are similarly defined as j,(h) and j,(h), with the argument 
h being omitted for brevity. By definition, 
n-j t+j-1 30 
W, = 2 C 1 huhoxt+j-uxt-o. 
t=1 u=o “=f 
Since Ix, 1 is bounded by p = C p k and H := 1 jhul is finite, it follows that 
and hence WI = O(1). One can also show that E( W,j I HPE(&,lC oJh,l < cx3 so that 
W, = O,(l) by Markov’s inequality. Similarly, we obtain W, = O,(l) and 
W, = O,(l). Combining these results yields Kr = O,(l). The same conclusion can be 
drawn for Kz and K, by following an analogous argument, and the theorem is thus 
proved. 0 
Remark 3. The asymptotic normality of the sample autocorrelation 
$j((h) := v*j(h)/$(h) can be obtained in the same way as Corollary 1, except that pi, ~ij, 
and r; are replaced by pj(h) := ry(h)/rg(h), aij(h), and r;(h), respectively. 
4. An application 
As an application of the general theory developed in the previous sections, we 
consider a recently proposed frequency estimation procedure - the contraction map- 
ping (CM) method (e.g. He and Kedem, 1989; Yakowitz, 1991) -for estimating the 
frequency of a single sinusoid (q = 1). The CM method is a fast algorithm as 
compared with the FFT-based procedures and has many other interesting properties 
as well (e.g. Kedem, 1992; Yakowitz, 1993). Here we focus on the asymptotic normality 
of the CM estimator and the explicit expression of the asymptotic variance. 
The gist of the CM method can be summarized as follows. Let {hj(Cr),j = 0, 1, . . .} be 
a linear filter with a parameter R which takes on values in [CX, @.I, where - 1 < 
g < cos or < Cc < 1. The filter is parametrized so that 
CI = pt (a) for all c( E [g, E], (4.1) 
where p:(a) is the autocorrelation function of the filtered noise Ed := C hi(E)j. 
Keeping the notation in Section 3 for linear filtering while substituting the argument 
h with c[, we denote the first-order sample autocorrelation of the filtered time series 
{jt(cl)j by a(~) := ?r(~)/+~(a). The CM estimator for c1* := cosor is defined as the 
fixed-point of the random mapping p(a), denoted by d, so that b(a) = 8. The fixed- 
point iteration 
oi,:= b(&_r) (m = 1,2 ,... ), (4.2) 
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helps to calculate oi as the limiting value of oi,. It was shown (Li and Kedem, 1993) that 
under suitable conditions oi exists almost surely and can be found as the almost sure 
limit of 8,. Moreover, as n--f co, B converges almost surely to a* so that &i := 
arccos(oi) is a strongly consistent estimator for the frequency wi. 
As the first step towards the establishment of asymptotic normality for oi, let p(a) be 
the first-order autocorrelation of (.yt(r)} and y(a) := $ /j’: I H(w,; ct)I 2/~f(cx) the sig- 
nal-to-noise ratio of {y,(a)}, where H(o; CC) is the transfer function of the filter and 
O:(Z) the variance of {E,(M)); then the spectral representation of p(a), in connection 
with (4.1) yields 
p(tY) - Lx* = &p-a*). (4.3) 
It is obvious that p(a*) = a*. For the random variable B(cI*), we have the following 
result. 
Lemma 5. Let {yt} be defined by (1.1) with q = 1 and {Ed} by (1.3). Assume that E(r:) is 
Jinite and {hj(~*)} is strictly stable. Then, n1j2 (b(x*) - p(cr*)} -% N(0, oz), where 
0,’ := VP/(1 + r(?*))2 
VP := .!a ((1 + 2a*2)(P:(a*))2 - 4a*P:(a*)P:+i(a*) 
+ P:+ l(r*)P:- ,(x*)1. (4.4) 
Proof. By Remark 3, all we need is to calculate the asymptotic variance of b(cc*) from 
(2.2) and (2.28) forj = 1, on the understanding that J-F and r: are replaced by Y~(cI*) and 
r:(a*), respectively. In particular, pi in (2.28) should be replaced by p(a*) and r; by 
ryO(cI*) = oz(cl*)/(l + ~(a*)). Since p;(cr*) = CT* = cosw i, it is easy to verify from (2.2) 
that 
ckxJ~,4(~*) = s + 2 i: (P:(~*))2, 
7=-do 
(71 l/rJp(M*) = c(*2s + f {(P:@*))’ + PZ+ l(a*)P:- ,(a*,)> 
r=-CX 
where S := ~(a*) C p:(c~*)cos(w~~) + x - 3. Using the fact that ~(a*) = CI*, we obtain 
(4.4) by straightforward calculations. q 
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Remark 4. Because of asymptotic equivalence, Lemma 5 remains valid if fi(cc) is 
replaced by the least-squares estimator 
P(a) = c:=,Pt-&){Pt(Co + P,-Z(co)/2 
c:=s E:-i@) ’ 
(4.5) 
which minimizes CFZ3 {(jjl(ol) 1 ~jj_i(a))’ + ($t_2(a) - pJ,_ ,(cl))“} with respect top. 
To establish the asymptotic normality for B and &i, a stronger condition on the 
filter is necessary. In fact, it is required that 
(Al) {h,(a) be uniformly strictly stable, i.e. lhj(E)l I cj for all C( and j, with some 
constants cj > 0 such that C jcj < co, and that 
(A2) {h,(a)} be continuously differentiable with a uniformly strictly stable derivat- 
ive. 
Under these assumptions, the following results can easily be obtained. 
Theorem 4. Assume that Al and A2 are satisjied in addition to the conditions in 
Lemma 5. Then, n”‘(& - CC*) LN(O, 0:) and n”‘(cljl - wl)A N(0, at), where 
VP CT: = ___ and CJ~ = VP 
Y *(a*) y*(N*)(l - a**)’ 
with up given by (4.4) and cx* = cos ol. 
Proof. Let G(a) := ?(a)/(1 + y(x)) and d(u) := a(~) - p(u); then, from (4.3), we obtain 
p(a) = CI - G(M)(cx - CC*). This, together with the fact that p(oZ) = 8, implies d(B) = 
G(B)(B - CL*). From Taylor’s expansion d(B) = d(cc*) + d’(d)(& - CX*), we further ob- 
tain (G(oi) - d’(E))(d - cz*) = d(cr*), where d lies between CI* and 8. According to 
Theorem 2 and Theorem 6 of Li and Kedem (1993), B converges to c(* almost surely 
and d’(u) to zero almost surely and uniformly in ol. As a result, we obtain 
(G(a*) + o(l))(& - M*) = d(cr*). 
By Lemma 5 and Slutsky’s theorem, n”*(& - ol*)LN(O, a:) with CJ,” := 
oz/G*(a*) = v,/y”(cr*). Finally, since arccos’(cI*) = - l/sin oi, the asymptotic nor- 
mality of di, = arccos(d) can be obtained by the delta method (Brockwell and Davis, 
1987, Proposition 6.4.1). 0 
Remark 5. Under different assumptions, a similar result of normality was reported by 
Yakowitz (1993) without giving an explicit formulation for the asymptotic variances. 
We end this section by providing an example of linear filters which satisfy all the 
assumptions in Theorem 4 so that the asymptotic normality applies. 
Example. Let {F,} be white noise with variance 0: and consider the AR(2) filter 
M)+ @(cM-i(a)+ 42~t-2(4= Y, (t= l,...,nh (4.7) 
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where 0 < q < 1 and 0(a) := -(l + v’)c~/yl. Since lo( I 2 for any Jai _< 2~/(1 + q2), 
it always holds that 8(cr) = -2~0s /z for some 2 := no [0, ~1. The poles of the filter 
can therefore be written as qe*“‘. It can be further verified that (4.1), Al, and A2 are all 
satisfied (Li and Kedem, 1993) by the filter, so that Theorem 4 applies to the 
corresponding CM estimator. 
To obtain an explicit expression for a: and oi, we note that (H(wl; ,*)I* = 
l/((l - q*) sine,)‘. Further, by the formulas of He and Kedem (1990) for AR(2) 
processes, we obtain 
y2jsin2(a(j + 1)) 
and 




__ cot 2 sin(/2z) \ 
l+$ 1 
(4.8) 
for all z 2 0. Straightforward calculations show that o,‘(a) = oz/((l - q4)(1 - a’)), so 
that y(a*) = ((1 + v2)/(l - u2))y, where y := :j?:/r~i is the signal-to-noise ratio of 
{y,}. It is readily seen that ?(a*) is independent of tl*, meaning that the sinusoidal 
signal is equally enhanced by the AR(2) filter for any w1 such that (cosul( < 
217/( 1 + 9 ‘). Finally, a straightforward but lengthy calculation of (4.4) using (4.8) yields 
up = (1 - c~*~)(l - q2)/(1 + g2). Therefore, from (4.6), we obtain 
(4.9) 
Remark 6. Although the rate of convergence in Theorem 4 is n1j2 for jxed value of q, 
(4.9) suggests that the estimation accuracy could be significantly improved upon 
increasing q towards unity. Indeed, it was shown (Truong-Van, 1990; Quinn and 
Fernandes, 1991) that in the limiting case of ye = 1 the CM estimator achieves the 
accuracy of maximum likelihood estimation (Walker, 1971; Stoica et al., 1989a), i.e. 
n312((Jl - ol)--%N(O, 12/y). Computationally, the CM method is much simpler 
than the maximization of periodogram (Rice and Rosenblatt, 1988). 
To investigate the validity of (4.9) for jinite sample sizes, we provide some simula- 
tion results in Table 1 and Fig. 1. For various values of y and n, the mean-squared 
error (mse) of dl/n, i.e. E(dl - o~)~/x~, is presented on the basis of 100 independent 
realizations of {JJ~} with o1 = 0.427~, 41 = 0.171, and y = 1. Gaussian white noise is 
used in this experiment. To produce the CM estimates, the iterative procedure (4.2) is 
employed in connection with b(a) given by (4.5). For r] = 0.85, the fixed initial value 
oiO = cos(O.67~) (i.e. 6:“’ = 0.67r) is utilized for all the sample sizes, so that\ the initial 
accuracy is 0( 1). The iteration is terminated according to the stopping rule: m I 20 or 
Id,‘;“) _ Q\m-l)l < z x 10m5, and the resulting estimate is then used to initialize (4.2) 
for the next (larger) value of q. The corresponding value of n-‘&7c2 from (4.9) is 
given in the second line for each n and q. 
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Table 1 
Mean-squared error of the CM estimator (‘) = 1) 
n 0.85 0.90 
‘1 
0.95 0.98 0.99 
Asymptotic 
Var of MLE 
100 7.25 x 10m6 3.06 x 1O-6 1.53 x 10-6 1.31 x 1om6 1.28 x 10-G 1.22 x 1o-6 
4.24 x 1O-6 1.17 x 10-C 1.36 x lo-’ 8.35 x 10m9 1.03 x 1om9 
500 8.97 x lo-’ 2.82 x lo-’ 5.22 x lo-* 1.44 x 1o-8 1.10 x 10-S 9.73 x 1o-9 
8.47 x lo-’ 2.34 x lo-’ 2.73 x lo- * 1.67 x 1O-9 2.06 x lo- ” 
1100 3.58 x lo-’ 1.05 x lo-’ 1.75 x 1o-8 3.46 x 10m9 1.74 x 10-g 9.13 x lo-r0 











40 ! I I I I 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 
Fig. I. Plot of - lOlog,, (mse) against n (solid curves with 0) for (from bottom up) q = 0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 
0.98,0.99, and 0.999; the dashed curves are from the asymptotic variance in (4.9) for (bottom up) r) = 0.85, 
0.90, 0.95, 0.98, and 0.99; and the dark solid curve from the asymptotic variance of MLE. 
These results clearly show that for each fixed q the asymptotic variance in (4.9) 
agrees with the variability of 6, to a satisfactory degree, as long as the sample size n is 
sufficiently large. On the other hand, it requires a larger sample size to achieve the 
agreement as q becomes closer to unity. This last observation indicates that the 
convergence in Theorem 4 is not uniform in q. Therefore, it deserves a more careful 
analysis when 1 - q becomes comparable with n-l. 
The results also support the assertion that the CM method can accommodate poor 
initial estimates of accuracy O(1) and eventually achieve the accuracy of MLE by 
increasing q towards unity. More importantly, the improvement of accuracy is 
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accomplished with a very simple iterative procedure consisting of the calculation of 
first-order sample autocorrelation followed by linear recursive filtering. 
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